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2ABSTRACT
A polythermal methodology to assess the mechanisms and the kinetics of solution
crystallisation is described and used in connection with a recently proposed model for the
dependence of the critical undercooling for crystallisation on the cooling rate (D. Kashchiev,
A. Borissova, R. B. Hammond, K. J. Roberts, J Cryst Growth, 312 (2010) 698–704; J Phys
Chem B, 114 (2010) 5441–5446). This first principles model allows determination of
crystallisation parameters that could otherwise only be obtained by combined application of
both the isothermal and the polythemal methods. The methodology is validated through
analysis of experimental data measured for methyl stearate crystallising from kerosene
solutions with concentrations from 200 to 350 g/l. The analysis reveals a progressive
heterogeneous nucleation mechanism and crystallite interfacial tension values between 1.64
and 1.79
௠௃௠మ with no obvious dependence on the solution concentration, in good agreement
with values derived by isothermal methods. Sensitivity analysis leads to the conclusion that a
minimum of four different cooling rates spanning at least one order of magnitude together
with at least five repeats for crystallisation temperature values at each cooling rate are
appropriate. Extensive supplementary material provides a mathematical description of the
above authors’ model, insight into the relationship between this model and the empirical
Nyvlt model, and further detail concerning the results of the sensitivity analysis carried out
on the experimental methodology used.
31. INTRODUCTION
Crystallisation in solutions has been the subject of numerous studies due to its importance in
many industrial processes and applications. In particular, the problem of the effect that the
cooling rate has on the metastable zone width (ܯܼܹܵ) has recently been dealt with in a
comprehensive theoretical study
[1, 2]
. A detailed understanding of crystallisation phenomena
is not only required to help design chemical separation and purification processes, but also to
prevent the appearance of crystals when they are not desired. As an example, crystallisation
in biodiesel fuels can impact negatively on their cold flow properties representing a potential
problem for their use in practical fuel formulations
[3]
.
In general, some solutes tend to crystallise when the solution homogeneous-phase is subject
to a change in its conditions. In crystallisation, however, the crystal characteristics are
determined not only by the chemical and phase composition, but also by the kinetics of the
process. The supersaturation is the driving force of crystallisation. A supersaturated solution
can remain metastable until a critical level of supersaturation corresponding to the ܯܼܹܵ, is
reached. The ܯܼܹܵ defines the kinetic limit of metastability and provides a useful
indication of the ease with which crystallisation will occur. Thus, it is an important parameter
in the analysis of crystallisation processes as it can be considered a crystallisation property
for each system
[4]
.
The ܯܼܹܵ is essentially the solution critical undercooling for crystallisation,ሺο ௖ܶ),
expressed as the difference between the system saturation (or equilibrium) temperature ( ௘ܶ)
and the temperature ( ௖ܶ) at which a detectable crystallisation commences: ο ௖ܶ = ௘ܶ െ ௖ܶ.
The onset of crystallisation however is not unique, as it will greatly depend on a number of
4crystallisation environmental parameters all of which could have an influence on the crystal
nucleation and growth kinetics
[5]
.
Isothermal and polythermal crystallisation methodologies both use the concept of
metastability to study crystallisation processes. The former usually makes use of expressions
derived from classical nucleation theory to relate the induction time (߬) to the supersaturation
ratio (ܵ) in order to determine the nucleus interfacial tension and the nucleus size . To obtain
crystallisation parameters, the polythermal methodology generally utilises expressions that
predict the effect of the solution cooling rate ݍ on the critical undercooling ο ௖ܶ. Until
recently, the interpretation of polythermal ο ௖ܶ(ݍ) data has been based on an essentially
empirical methodology. In particular, researchers have mostly used Nyvlt’s expression,
derived from an empirical formula for the nucleation rate, which predicts a linear increase in݈݊οܶ௖ with ݈݊ ݍ [6, 7]. However, whilst this relationship is most useful in terms of
crystallisation process characterisation, this empirical approach has not contributed
significantly to developing a mechanistic understanding of crystallisation processes. Later,
Kubota
[8]
used the concept that for a given system, the extent of the measured ܯܼܹܵ
depends on the sensitivity of the method of detection employed to observe the first
appearance of nuclei. He proposed a theoretical model, predicting also linearity between݈݊ο ௖ܶ and ݈݊ ݍ, which starts from the assumption that the measured ܯܼܹܵ corresponds to
the undercooling at which the number density of accumulated grown primary nuclei has
reached a fixed (but unknown) value. Recently, employing the classical nucleation theory,
Sangwal
[5, 9, 10]
obtained a ο ௖ܶ(ݍ) formula which provides physical insight into the
parameters associated with it and which reveals linearity between
ଵ
(ο ೎்)మ and ln ݍ. More
recently Kashchiev, Borissova, Hammond and Roberts (ܭܤܪܴ) developed an analytical
approach
[1, 2]
, based on that of Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (ܭܬܯܣ), which led to
5ο ௖ܶ(ݍ) expressions derived from the initial temporal evolution of either the fraction (ߙ) of
crystallised volume or the number (ܰ) of nucleated crystallites. The expressions derived,
when applied to experimental data, not only allow the determination of key parameters
associated with both the nucleation and the growth processes, but also make it possible to
gain an insight into the nucleation mechanism by differentiating between instantaneous
nucleation (ܫܰ) and progressive nucleation (ܲܰ).
This paper applies the ܭܤܪܴ [1, 2] approach to characterise the nucleation kinetics of methyl
stearate crystallising from kerosene solutions. In this, a large set of experimental ௖ܶ (ݍ) data
was collected and analysed with the aim of validating an experimental procedure for the
application of this approach to crystallisation systems of practical interest.
62. THEORY
2.1 Nucleation processes
The characterisation of crystallisation processes can not only be undertaken from a
thermodynamic point of view, but also requires analysis of the process kinetics.
Crystallisation not only depends on reactant concentrations or reaction order but is usually
affected by several additional factors such as the solute diffusion and crystal geometrical
shape
[11]
. As a result, other parameters such as the crystal interfacial tension (ߛ) and ܯܼܹܵ
also become important.
Crystallisation can take place either by a mononuclear or polynuclear nucleation mechanism
[11]
. The polynuclear mechanism occurs under conditions that favour the formation of
statistically many nuclei and is often expressed in two different ways known as instantaneous
nucleation ܫܰ and progressive nucleation ܲܰ. Whilst in ܲܰ new crystal nuclei are
continuously formed in the presence of the already growing ones
[1, 11]
, in the case of ܫܰ all
nuclei emerge at once at the beginning of the crystallisation process to subsequently grow
and develop into crystals
[2, 11]
.
As in the case of ܫܰ all nuclei are formed simultaneously, at any time, the solution will
contain a fixed number of crystallites of the same size, assuming they all grow at the same
rate
[2, 11]
. This kinetic pathway is often followed by heterogeneous nucleation (ܪܧܰ) which
is favoured when strongly nucleation active sites are provided, e.g., when impurity molecules
and foreign particles are present in the solution.
7In the case of ܲܰ, the nuclei are formed during an extended period of time. Crystal
nucleation and growth then occur simultaneously and the solution contains crystals of various
sizes at any given point in time
[1, 11]
. Homogeneous nucleation ሺܪܱܰሻ as well as secondary
nucleation and ܪܧܰ on relatively weak nucleation-active sites can manifest themselves by
means of this type of transformation. A simple scheme summarizing this classification is
presented below.
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram highlighting the classification of the various mechanisms important in nucleation processes
Regardless of the mechanism by which the crystals are formed , the solution appears to
remain unaffected until the level of supersaturation corresponding to the ܯܼܹܵ is reached
[12]
. The ܯܼܹܵ depends on the crystallites nucleation and growth kinetics, which in turn are
influenced by a number of crystallisation environmental parameters such as the equilibrium
(or saturation) temperature ௘ܶ, cooling rate ݍ, solution agitation, presence of impurities and
seeds and the solvents used
[1, 12]
. Alternative expressions for the ܯܼܹܵ can be given in
terms of either concentration or temperature. Among the most common are those for the
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8maximum concentration difference ሺοܥ௠௔௫) and the critical undercooling ο ௖ܶ. The former
quantity is defined as:
οܥ௠௔௫ = ܥ௠௔௫ െ ܥ௘ (1)
where ܥ௠௔௫ is the solution concentration at the limit of metastability, and ܥ௘ is the
equilibrium solution concentration (or the solubility).
Similarly, the critical undercooling ο ௖ܶ is defined as:
ο ௖ܶ = ௘ܶ െ ௖ܶ (2)
where ௘ܶ and ௖ܶ are the solution equilibrium and crystallisation temperatures, respectively.
A dimensionless quantity associated with the critical undercooling ο ௖ܶ is the relative critical
undercooling (ݑ௖) given by:
ݑ௖ = ο ௖ܶ௘ܶ (3)
Two broad classes of experimental methods are mainly used to characterise a crystallisation
process:
x The polythermal method which is based on determination of theܯܼܹܵ and the effect
exerted on it by the rate at which supersaturation is created.
9x The isothermal method which is based on determination of the induction time (߬), i.e.
the time taken for crystallisation to be detected at constant temperature and the
influence of the supersaturation on this time.
2.2 Polythermal method
In the polythermal method, the critical undercooling ȟ ௖ܶ is measured as a function of the
cooling rate ݍ and the data collected are analysed by means of any of the approaches
previously developed for the ȟ ௖ܶ(ݍ) dependence. In the case of the Nyvlt approach [6, 7],the
logarithms of ݍ and ο ௖ܶ are predicted to be linearly related. This ο ௖ܶ(ݍ) dependence was
derived by assuming that the decrease in supersaturation is solely due to the depletion of
solute by the nucleating crystallites. The effect of the subsequent growth of these crystallites
on this decrease was not accounted for because Nyvlt’s approach was developed for
modelling the early stage of the crystallisation process, where the limit of metastability
corresponds to the moment at which the first crystals are formed, where their surface areas
can be considered to be negligibly small. At such a moment the solution concentration would
hardly surpass the limit of metastability as a great amount of crystals would be formed
leading to a rapid drop in supersaturation.
[6, 9, 13-16]
. In this particular case, through a material
balance, the rate ቀௗ஼೐ௗ் ቁ ݍ of supersaturation change by cooling can be correlated to the
nucleation rate as expressed through the following semi-empirical formula:
ܬ = ௝݇(οܥ௠௔௫)௠బ = ݀ܥ௘݀ܶ ݍ (4)
10
where ܬ is the nucleation rate, ௝݇is an empirical parameter , ݉଴ is the order of nucleation,οܥ௠௔௫ = ௗ஼೐ௗ் ο ௖ܶ and ௗ஼೐ௗ் ݍ represents the number of solute molecules precipitated per unit
time and unit volume.
According to equation (4) ݈݊οܶ௖ depends linearly on ݈݊ݍ and hence analysis of experimentalο ௖ܶ(ݍ) data in a ݈݊ െ ݈݊ correlation results in the determination of the two empirical
parameters ௝݇ and݉଴.
Although widely used, the Nyvlt approach has received some criticism mainly due to its
semi-empirical nature, as the two nucleation parameters used lack any direct physical
significance and also the growth of the generated nuclei to detectable size is neglected
[1, 5]
.
More recently, the ܭܤܪܴ approach [1, 2] has led to alternative expressions that overcome
some of the drawbacks of the previous approaches
[5, 6, 8-10]
. These expressions do not contain
empirical parameters and allow ܲܰ-rulled crystallisation to be distinguished from that
mediated by ܫܰ, because while, in the former case the critical undercooling ο ௖ܶ depends on
both the nucleation and the growth rate of the crystallites, in the latter case, it is only
controlled by the growth rate of the instantaneously nucleated crystallites provided their
concentration ܥ௢ is independently known.
2.2.1 The ࡷ࡮ࡴࡾ Approach
According to the ܭܤܪܴ approach, the dependence of ݈݊ο ௖ܶ on ݈݊ ݍ is not linear and
manifests itself differently depending on the nucleation mechanism involved. This approach
applies to the early stage of crystallisation because of its treating the crystallites as not
11
contacting each other. It makes use of the nucleation rate formula of the classical three
dimensional (3ܦ) nucleation theory for stationary ܪܱܰ and ܪܧܰ. As in practice the limit of
metastability can only be registered when crystallites have already grown to a detectable size
and/or number, the model presents expressions that relate this limit to either the fraction
(ߙௗ௘௧) of crystallised volume or the number ( ௗܰ௘௧) of nucleated crystallites at the detection
point in which both the nucleation and the growth rates of the crystallites would have an
influence.
The ܭܤܪܴ approach is based on the ܭܬܯܣ equation [11] for the time dependence of the
fraction ߙ of crystallised volume. This fraction is defined as:
ߙ = ௖ܸܸ (5)
where ௖ܸ and ܸ are the total crystallite volume and the solution volume respectively
2.2.1.1 Progressive nucleation case
The analytical performing of the integral in the ܭܬܯܣ equation [1, 17] allows obtaining the
dependence of the relative critical undercooling ݑ௖ on the cooling rate ݍ at the early stage of
the crystallisation when ݑ௖ meets the inequalities [1]:
ݑ௖ < 0.1,ܽݑ௖ < 1 (6)
12
ݑ௖ < ൬2
3ܾ
൰ଵ/ଶ (7)
Here, the dimensionless, molecular latent heat of crystallisation ܽ, is defined by:
ܽ = ߣ݇ ௘ܶ (8)
where ߣ is the molecular latent heat of crystallisation and ݇ is the Boltzmann constant. The
dimensionless thermodynamic parameter ܾ of 3ܦ nucleation is defined by
ܾ = ݇௡ݒ௢ଶߛ௘௙௙ଷ݇ ௘ܶߣଶ (9)
where ݇௡ is the nucleus shape factor (e.g., 16ߨ/3 for spherical nuclei and 32 for cubic
nuclei)
[11]
, ݒ௢ is the volume occupied by a solute molecule in the crystal, ߛ௘௙௙ is the nucleus
effective interfacial tension.
The final expression for the ݑ௖(ݍ) dependence is derived [1] by accounting for the increase of
either the number ܰ of crystal nuclei or the crystallised volume fraction ߙ with the steadily
increasing undercooling (ݑ) (see also supplementary material). For ݑ௖ determined by the
number ௗܰ௘௧of crystallites at the detection point this expression is of the form [1]:
݈݊ ݍ = ݈݊ ݍ଴ + ܽଵ ݈݊ ݑ௖ െ ܽଶ(1െ ݑ௖)ݑ௖ଶ (10)
13
Here the free parameters ܽଵ, ܽଶ and ݍ଴ are given by:
ܽଵ = 3 (11)
ܽଶ = ܾ (12)
ݍ଴ = ܸܭ௃ ௘ܶௗܰ௘௧ 2ܾ (13)
where ܭ௃ is the nucleation rate constant.
When equation (10) is derived by means of the fraction ߙௗ௘௧ of crystallised volume at the
detection point, the parameters ܽଵ, ܽଶ and ݍ଴ read [1]:
ܽଵ = 3 + 3݊݉݀݉݀ + 1 (14)
ܽଶ = ܾ݉݀ + 1 (15)
ݍ଴ = ௘ܶ ቊȞ[(݊ + 1)݉݀ + 1]݇௩ܽ௡௠ௗܭ௃ܭ௠ீௗ
(݊ + 1)ௗ (2ܾ)(௡ାଵ)௠ௗାଵߙௗ௘௧ ቋ ଵ(௠ௗାଵ) (16)
where Ȟ is the complete gamma function, ݀ is the dimensionality of crystallites growth, i.e. 3
for spheres or cubes, 2 for disks or plates and 1 for needles, ݇௩ is the crystallites growth
shape factor, i.e.
ସగଷ for spheres, 8 for cubes, ߨܪ଴ for disks, 4ܪ଴ for square plates (ܪ଴ is the
14
fixed disk or plate thickness), and 2ܣ଴ for needles (ܣ଴ is the fixed needle cross-sectional
area), ܭீ is the growth rate constant, and ݊and ݉ > 0 are the crystallite growth exponents
which are related to the different growth mechanism
[18]
. The ݊ = 1 case corresponds to
growth mediated by diffusion of solute towards the crystallite or transfer of solute across the
crystal/solution interface. The ݊ = 2 case characterises growth controlled by the presence of
screw dislocations in the crystallite. The parameter ݉ ranges between ½ and 1: ݉ = 1/2 is
for growth controlled by undisturbed diffusion of solute, and ݉ = 1 is for growth by
diffusion of solute through a stagnant layer around the crystallite or for normal or spiral
growth limited by transfer of solute across the crystal/solution interface. At ݉ = 1 the
crystallite radius increases linearly with time
[1, 2, 11]
.
The parameters in the model expression (10) ݍ଴, ܽଵ and ܽଶ all have a distinct physical
meaning because ܽଵ relates to the crystallites growth as its value is determined by the growth
exponents ݊,݉and݀, ܽଶ is a fraction of or equal to the thermodynamic nucleation
parameter ܾ, and ݍ଴ is expressed by parameters of both the nucleation and the growth of the
crystallites.
The critical radius of the nucleus (ݎכ) and the number (݅כ) of molecules in the critical
nucleus can be calculated from the equations
[1]
:
ݎכ = 2ߛ௘௙௙ݒ଴ߣݑ (17)
݅כ = 2ܾ݇ ௘ܶߣݑଷ (18)
15
2.2.1.2 Instantaneous nucleation case
In the case of ܫܰ a similar use of the ܭܬܯܣ equation is possible [2, 17] within the limit
established by inequalities (6) but now by taking into account that all crystal nuclei appear
simultaneously with a concentration ܥ௢ at a moment ݐ௢ corresponding to relative
undercooling ݑ଴ defined as:
ݑ௢ = ο ௢ܶ௘ܶ (19)
Here ο ௢ܶ is given by:
ο ଴ܶ = ௘ܶ െ ଴ܶ (20)
where ௢ܶ is the solution temperature at the time ݐ௢.
Thus the dependence of relative critical undercooling on the cooling rate can be expressed as
[2]
:
ln ݍ = ln ݍ଴ + ൬1݉൰ lnቂݑ௖(௡ାଵ)௠ െ ݑ଴(௡ାଵ)௠ቃ (21)
In this expression ݑ଴ ൒ Ͳ, ݑ௖ > ݑ௢ and the parameter ݍ଴ is given by:
ݍ௢ = ൤ ݇௩ܥ௢(݊ + 1)ௗߙௗ௘௧൨ ଵ௠ௗ ܽ௡ܭீ ௘ܶ (22)
16
If additionally, the undercooling ݑ଴ at which all nuclei appear simultaneously is small enough
to satisfy the inequality:
ݑ௢(௡ାଵ)௠ ا ݑ௖(௡ାଵ)௠ (23)
then equation (21) takes the Nyvlt-type form
[2]
ln ݍ = ln ݍ௢ + (݊ + 1) ln ݑ௖ (24)
As shown by Kashchiev et al.
[1]
, for a small range of ݍ values equation (10) can also be
expressed in the form of a Nyvlt-type equation:
݈݊ ݍ = ݈݊ ܳ + ൬3 + 3݊݉݀݉݀ + 1 + ߱ܽଶ൰ ݈݊ ݑ௖ (25)
Here the parameter ܳ is related to ݍ௢ and ܽଶ in equation (10), and ߱ is a positive number.
Comparing the factor in front of ݈݊ ݑ௖ in equation (24) for the case of ܫܰ with the one in
equation (25) for the case of ܲܰ leads to the important findings of the ܭܤܪܴ approach that
this term is always less than three in the ܫܰ case and greater than three in the ܲܰ case
because ݊,݉ and ߱ are positive numbers and typically݊ ൑ ʹ [2]. This so called “rule of
three”
[2]
is practically very helpful in that when experimental ݑ௖(ݍ) data are plotted in ݈݊ ݍ
vs. ݈݊ ݑ௖ coordinates and fitted by a straight line, the slope of the line will directly indicate
the nucleation mechanism, ܲܰ or ܫܰ, governing the crystallisation process.
17
Although the application of the presented ܭܤܪܴ expressions for the ݑ௖(ݍ) dependence is
restricted by inequalities (6), this restriction is not too severe, as even for rather low values of
equilibrium temperature (e.g. ௘ܶ = 273ܭ), the maximum critical undercooling ο ௖ܶ satisfying
the first of these inequalities would have a value , large enough from experimental point of
view (27.3ܭ for the above example). This means that in the above example only when ο ௖ܶ >
27.3 the model would not be applicable.
A flow chart summary of the procedure needed to practically apply the ܭܤܪܴ approach [1, 2]
is given in Fig. 2

.

A more detailed explanation of the derivation of the expressions here presented is available
in the first section of the supplementary material.
18
Fig. 2 Flowchart describing the procedure to follow in order to apply ሺࡷ࡮ࡴࡾሻ approach for the interpretation of
metastable zone width data ሺࡹࡿࢆࢃሻ collected by means of the polythermal method
7. Determine two free parameters
ln ݍ଴ ܽ݊݀ (݊ + 1) according to
equation (24) from previous best
linear data fit. Crystallisation
parameters related to ݍ଴ obtained
using equation (22)
Confirmed validity of
data fitting according to
equation (24)
7. Plot ln ݍ ܸݏ ݑ௖. From best fit of data
according to equation (21) determine
the values of free parameters ݍ଴ , ଵ௠ , (݊ ൅ ?)݉ܽ݊݀ݑ଴(௡ାଵ)௠.
Crystallisation parameters related toݍ଴ obtained using equation (22)
8. Evaluate inequality (23)
ݑ଴(௡ାଵ)௠ا ݑ௖(௡ାଵ)௠
Confirmed validity of
data fitting according to
equation (21)
YesNo
7. Plot ln ݍ ܸݏ ݑ௖. From best fit of data
according to equation (10) determine values
of 3 free parameters ݍ଴ ǡ ܽଵܽ݊݀ܽଶ.
Crystallisation parameters related toݍ଴ǡ ܽଵܽ݊݀ܽଶ obtained using equations (11
to 13) & (14 to 16) for ܰ െ ݀݁ݐ݁ݎ݉݅݊݁݀ orߙ െ ݀݁ݐ݁ݎ݉݅݊݁݀ technique respectively
5. Apply the RULE OF THREE
4. Construct plot of ݈݊ ݍ Vs ݈݊ ݑ௖ & fit
experimental data points by a straight line
Slope <3
YesNo
6. Evaluate inequalities (6)
2. Use polythermal method to obtain average
values of ௖ܶ at different cooling rates ݍ
1. Prepare binary mixture: solute viscosity
must remain virtually unchanged in T
range studied & its solubility increase with
increasing temperature
3. Obtain relative critical undercooling ݑ௖ as
a function of cooling rate ݍ using equation (3)
PROGRESSIVE NUCLEATION
INSTANTANEOUS NUCLEATION
6. Evaluate inequalities (6)
Linear Coefficient
of determinationݎଶ > 0,98 YesNo
Inequalities met
Inequalities met
Solve the KJMA
formula
numerically. See
suplemmentary
material.
Solve the
KJMA formula
numerically.
See
suplemmentary
material.
Yes
No
No
Yes
END
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2.3 Isothermal method
Within the framework of classical theory of 3ܦ nucleation, for the case of crystallisation by
the polynuclear mechanism, an expression can be derived for the induction time ߬ as a
function of the supersaturation οߤ which is the difference between the chemical potentials of
the solute molecules in the solution and in the crystal. This expression is given by
[11, 19]
:
߬ = ݇௠ௗ݁ି୼ఓ௞் ൬1 െ ݁ି୼ఓ௞் ൰ ି௠ௗ(ଵା௠ௗ) exp ൤ ܤ
(1 +݉݀)ȟߤଶ൨ (26)
Here, ݇௠ௗ is defined as
݇௠ௗ = ቈ (1 +݉݀)ߙௗ௘௧݇௩ݖ ௘݂כܥ௦݀଴ௗ ௘݂,௦௠ௗ቉ ଵ(ଵା௠ௗ) (27)
where ܥ௦ is the concentration of sites in the system on which clusters of the new phase can
form, ௘݂כ is the frequency of monomer attachment to the nucleus at οߤ = 0, ௘݂,௦ is the
molecular attachment frequency per growth site at οߤ = 0, ݀଴ ൎ ቀ଺௩బగ ቁభయ is the molecular
diameter, and ݖ is the Zeldovich factor.
The quantities ܤ and οߤ are given by:
ܤ = 16ߨݒ଴ଶߛ௘௙௙ଷ
3݇ܶ (28)
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οߤ = ݇ܶ ln ܵ (29)
where the supersaturation ratio ܵ is defined as:
ܵ = ܥܥ௘ (30)
By combining equations (26) and (29), a relationship can be established for the dependence
of ߬ on S:
ln ൜߬[ܵ(ܵ െ 1)௠ௗ] ଵଵା௠ௗൠ = ln ݇௠ௗ + ܤ(1 +݉݀)(݈݇ܶ݊ (ܵ))ଶ (31)
Thus, a plot of ݈݊ ቄ߬[ܵ(ܵ െ ͳ)௠ௗ] భభశ೘೏ቅ vs. ଵ்య(௟௡ ௌ)మ is a straight line with a slope given byଵ଺గ௩బమఊ೐೑೑యଷ(ଵା௠ௗ)௞య
In this case, for a spherically shaped nucleus, ݎכ and ݅כcan be calculated from the equations:
ݎכ = 2ߛ௘௙௙ݒ଴݈݇ܶ݊ ܵ (32)
݅כ = 4ߨ(ݎכ)ଷ
3 ݒ଴ (33)
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2.4 Summary comments
In summary, both the polythermal and isothermal methods can be used to obtain parameters
of the classical nucleation theory. In the case of the polythermal method, these parameters
can be obtained with the aid of the ܭܤܪܴ equations (10), (21) and (24) which are applicable
when the critical undercooling for crystallisation by ܪܱܰ or 3ܦ ܪܧܰ of single-component
crystallites is sufficiently small.
The following two sections include the experimental methodology and the steps required for
the analysis of experimental data according to the ܭܤܪܴ approach.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Materials
Methyl stearate (96% pure) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and kerosene was supplied
by Infineum Ltd. The kerosene is composed of a mixture of n-alkanes, iso-alkanes and cyclo-
alkanes together with aromatic hydrocarbons. The normal alkanes comprise 14.7% of the
total mass with the exact distribution given in Table 1. Due to the difficulty of obtaining the
composition of the other compounds by gas chromatography, their mass-percentage is not
presented.
Table 1. Kerosene n-alkane mass fraction distribution as obtained by Gas Chromatography analysis
n-alkane
n-alkanes mass
percentage
C8 0.19690
C9 1.00400
C10 2.99590
C11 2.44310
C12 3.29770
C13 3.11150
C14 1.49720
C15 0.31350
C16 0.04920
C17 0.02190
C18 0.01060
C19 0.00490
C20 0.00280
C21 0.00210
C22 0.00140
C23 0.00100
C24 0.00070
C25 0.00040
C26 0.00030
C27 0.00010
C28 0.00010
C29 0.00040
C30 0.00010
C31 0.00000
C32 0.00000
C33 0.00000
C34 0.00010
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3.2 Experimental apparatus
Crystallisation experiments were carried out using the Avantium Crystal 16
®
system (see:
http://www.crystallizationsystems.com/pharma/crystal16/). This provides a multiple reactor
facility with four separate Peltier heated aluminium blocks, each of which has a capacity to
hold four magnetically-agitated 1 ml solution vials. Each block can be individually
programmed to follow a given temperature profile during which the variations in the solution
turbidity are followed as a function of temperature.
The solute latent heat of crystallisation was measured using a Mettler Toledo Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (ܦܵܥ) 1 STARe system. This allowed monitoring the crystallisation
transformation of individual samples placed in aluminium standard 40 µl holders.
3.3 Experimental procedure
3.3.1 Equipment calibration
In order to ensure accurate measurement of temperatures, calibration of the Crystal 16
®
unit
was required. Four vials containing kerosene were placed in each of the blocks which were
programmed to a specific temperature in the range of 20°C to -8°C. Whilst each block was
kept at a chosen temperature, measurements of the actual temperature with ±0.5°C accuracy
were carried out by positioning a thermocouple within each of the vials. The average of the
four temperatures readings obtained in each block was plotted against the programmed
temperature and fitted by a straight line represented by the expression ݕ = 0.96ݔ + 1.34,
which was then used to correct the experimentally measured temperature values. The
temperature-calibration line obtained is given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Temperature calibration for the Crystal 16 unit. Temperature at which the Crystal 16® is programmed is
plotted against the actual temperature of the solvent as measured by a calibrated thermocouple
3.3.2 Solutions preparation
Solutions of methyl stearate in kerosene were prepared on a 5 ml scale to equivalent solutions
concentrations of 200, 250, 300 and 350 g of solute per litre of solvent, using a weighing
scale of ± 0.001 g accuracy to weigh the solute and a burette of 0.1 ml accuracy to add the
solvent. The solutions were stirred for half an hour with an overhead motor stirrer at 700 rpm
and room temperature. Once a homogeneous liquid solution was obtained, a Fisherbrand 100-
1000 ߤ݈ micropipette was used to distribute the solutions in the 1 ml vials whilst for the ܦܵܥ
analysis a 16 mg sample corresponding to a concentration of 350 g/l was placed in a 40 µl
aluminium sample holder.
3.3.3 Polythermal measurements and data analysis
The 1 ml solutions were subject to heating and cooling cycles, with each cycle initiated by
heating the solutions up to 40°C where they were held for an hour to ensure complete
homogenization and then cooled to 15°C where they were also held for an hour to allow
equilibration. This temperature profile was applied at each solution’s concentration using
eight different rates 0.25, 1, 3.2, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13 °C/min which were used in both the
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heating and cooling segments. At each rate the temperature cycle was repeated ten times to
obtain average values for the crystallisation and dissolution temperatures ௖ܶ and ௗܶ௜௦௦. This
approach was important in terms of improving the data fitting and minimising the standard
deviation (ܵܦ) of the crystallisation temperatures ௖ܶ. Fig. 4 shows a typical experimental
profile together with a representative raw data set for one of the experimental runs.
The crystallisation and dissolution temperatures were estimated based upon the points in the
turbidity profile at which sudden changes in light transmittance are detected. The
crystallisation temperatures were taken as the points at which the light transmittance was
found to decrease by at least 10% and the dissolution temperature as those points at which the
light transmittance has reached at least 20%.
a) b)
Fig. 4 a) Typical experimental profile using Crystal 16® by applying the polythermal method. b) Representative
turbidity profile in transmittance vs. temperature coordinates obtained by the application of a polythermal method
The ܭܤܪܴ approach was applied to the process and used to analyse the polythermal data. At
each concentration the average values of the dissolution and crystallisation temperatures were
plotted as a function of cooling rate ݍ. These data points were then fitted by straight lines to
obtain the interrelationship of the ܯܼܹܵ as a function of the cooling rate. The solubility-
supersolubility curves were constructed out of the extrapolation of these lines to zero cooling
rate from which the associated values of ௗܶ௜௦௦ and ௖ܶ were determined. The extrapolation of
௖ܶ௥௬௦ௗܶ௜௦௦
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the ௗܶ௜௦௦ lines delivering the solution equilibrium temperature ௘ܶ. Fig. 5 gives an example of
the extrapolation of the best linear fit to ௗܶ௜௦௦(ݍ) and ௖ܶ(ݍ) data points for a concentration of
200 g/l.
Using equation (2), at each concentration and cooling rate the critical undercooling ο ௖ܶ was
calculated from the average of the experimental crystallisation temperatures ௖ܶ and the
corresponding solution equilibrium temperatures ௘ܶ. Then the relative critical undercoolingݑ௖ was obtained from equation (3).
Fig 5. Extrapolation to zero cooling rate of the best linear fit of ࢀࢊ࢏࢙࢙(ࢗ) and ࢀࢉ(ࢗ) data points for a concentration of
200 gr/l. The best linear fits are represented by expressions ࢟ = ૚.૛૞࢞+ ૚ૠ.ૠૠ and ࢟ ൌ െ૙.૜૞࢞+ ૚૚.૟ૠ forࢀࢊ࢏࢙࢙(ࢗ) and ࢀࢉ(ࢗ) respectively.
For each concentration, a plot of ݑ௖(ݍ) data in ݈݊ െ ݈݊ coordinates was obtained and the data
points fitted to a straight line from which the numerical value of the slope was used to assess
the nucleation mechanism governing the process.
Following this, the data were analysed using the procedure summarised in Fig. 2 and the
effective interfacial tensions ߛ௘௙௙ for the crystallite nucleus determined. Numerical values forݎכ and ݅כ were calculated using equations (17) and (18), respectively.
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3.3.4 Isothermal measurements and data analysis
Supersaturation values used for the isothermal methodology were chosen with reference to
the characterization of the ܯܼܹܵ determined using the solubility-supersolubility relationship
given in Fig. 6. For each solution concentration four different temperatures within theܯܼܹܵ
were chosen to carry out the isothermal crystallisation experiments. Theܯܼܹܵ was typically
about 6ºC (see figure 7). However, the measured induction times at temperatures
corresponding to lower undercooling values were too long for practical measurements and so
the data was obtained within a small temperature range (12-12.8ºC, 14-14.8ºC, 17-18ºC and
17.8-18.5ºC for 200, 250, 300 and 350 g/l, respectively), see tabulated values given in Table
7.
The 1 ml solutions were heated up to 10°C above the corresponding solute dissolution
temperature, in this case 28, 30, 32 and 33 °C for 200, 250, 300 and 350 g/l respectively. The
solutions were held for an hour at this temperature to ensure homogenization, and then
rapidly cooled down at a constant rate of 10°C/min, down to the chosen temperature within
the ܯܼܹܵ, where the supersaturated solutions were maintained and stirred until the onset of
crystallisation was detected. The induction time ߬ was monitored by the change in the
solution turbidity, from the time at which the solution reached the predetermined temperature
to that of the crystallisation onset, which corresponds to the time at which the light
transmittance decreased by at least 10%. For each concentration, four different temperatures
were used together with four repeat measurements at each of the chosen temperatures. Fig. 6
shows an experimental temperature profile from one of the runs together with a
representative raw data set.
28
(a) (b)
Fig. 6 a) Crystal 16® typical experimental profile obtained by the application of the isothermal method b)
Representative turbidity profile in transmittance vs temperature coordinates obtained by the application of the
isothermal method
For each solution concentration, the average induction times ߬ for each of the chosen
temperatures ܶ were plotted in ln ቄ߬[ܵ(ܵ െ ͳ)௠ௗ] భభశ೘೏ቅ vs ଵ்య(୪୬ ௌ)మ coordinates and fitted by
a straight line. The slopes of the lines were then used to obtain the effective interfacial
tensions ߛ௘௙௙ according to equation (31). The values of ݎכ and ݅כ were calculated using
equations (32) and (33) respectively.
3.3.5 ࡰࡿ࡯ measurements and data analysis
The sample was subject to a temperature profile initiated by heating the solution up to 40°C
where it was held for an hour to ensure complete homogenization and then cooled to -15°C
where it was also held for an hour to allow equilibration. A constant rate of 0.25°C/min was
used in both the heating and cooling segments. The temperature cycle was repeated five times
to obtain average values for the solute heat of crystallisation obtained from the integration of
the corresponding exothermic peaks.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Polythermal data
The polythermal data were processed to obtain the solubility-supersolubility curves and
nucleation parameters by applying the ܭܤܪܴ approach. The average values for the collected
crystallisation and dissolution temperatures and their standard deviations ܵܦ together with
the critical undercooling ο ௖ܶ at the corresponding concentrations and cooling rates are
presented in Table 2. The correlation coefficients ܴଶ for the ௗܶ௜௦௦(ݍ) lines used to obtain
equilibrium temperature ௘ܶ are presented in Table 4.
Fig. 7 shows the data points obtained for the equilibrium dissolutions and crystallisation
temperatures at each concentration as described in detail in Section 3. The solubility-
supersolubility lines were plotted by fitting these data points using an exponential regression
which in the case of the solubility curve delivers an expression of the formݕ = 31.65݁଴.ଵ଴ଷ଻௫.
Fig. 7 Solubility-supersolubility curve of methyl stearate in kerosene. Supersolubility curve data points obtained by
extrapolating to the Y-axis the best linear fit of cooling rate q vs. crystallisation temperature ࢀࢉ of the data obtained
by the polythermal method at each concentration. Solubility curve data points obtained by extrapolating to the Y-axis
the best linear fit of cooling rate q vs. dissolution temperature ࢀࢊ࢏࢙࢙ of the data obtained by the polythermal method
at each concentration
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For each concentration, the results of the relative critical undercooling ݑ௖ calculated at each
cooling rate ݍ are given in Table 3. The ݑ௖values are within the limits specified by
inequalities (6). This means that in all cases the experimentally obtained limit of metastability
corresponds to a relatively low supersaturation for which the use of the ܭܤܪܴ approach is
justified.
For each concentration a plot of cooling rate ݍ vs. relative critical undercooling ݑ௖ in ln-ln
coordinates was then constructed to obtain the slope of the straight line fitting these data
points. Fig. 8 presents the plot obtained for a concentration of 200 g/l for which the best
linear fitting to the data is given by ݕ = 5.17ݔ + 15.76. The slope and the correlation
coefficient ܴଶ of the best-fit straight line to the data at each concentration are presented in
Table 4.
Fig. 8 Plot of experimental data in ࢒࢔ࢗVs ࢒࢔࢛ࢉ coordinates for methyl stearate in kerosene at a concentration of 200
g/l
In all cases the slopes of the lines are higher than 3, suggesting that crystallisation of methyl
stearate in solution with kerosene proceeds via the ܲܰ mechanism. Thus, according to theܭܤܪܴ approach, equation (10) should describe the experimental data plotted in ܮ݊ݍ vs. ݑ௖
ܔܖ࢛ࢉ
ܔܖࢗ
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coordinates as detailed in the procedure to apply the ܭܤܪܴ approach given in Fig. 2. To
obtain the parameters ܽଵǡ ܽଶ ݈݊ ݍ଴, the fit of this equation to the experimental data was
done using OriginPro 8.5.1. through a nonlinear least-square method . The values of these
parameters for each of the solution concentrations and the correlation coefficients for the
fitting of equation (10) to the experimental data are presented in Table 4.
The best-fit curves that minimises the sum of squares of the deviations between the
experimental ݑ௖ሺݍሻ values and those calculated from equation (10) were obtained by settingܽଵ = 3. An example of such a curve for the concentration of 200 g/l is presented in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 Increase in relative critical undercooling with the natural logarithm of cooling rate. The points represent the
data for crystallisation of methyl stearate in solution with kerosene 200 g/l; the line illustrates the best fit according
to equation (10)
࢛ࢉ
ܔܖࢗ
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Table 2. Average dissolution and crystallisation temperatures as a function of cooling rate for methyl stearate in
kerosene at solution concentrations 200, 250, 300 and 350 g/l. Standard deviation of crystallisation and dissolution
temperatures. Critical undercooling οࢀࢉ calculated according to equation (2). Equilibrium temperatures ࢀࢋ obtained
from extrapolation of best-fit straight lines through ࢀࢊ࢏࢙࢙(ࢗ) data points.
RateԨ /min ௖ܶ (Ԩ) ܵܦ ௖ܶ (Ԩ) ௗܶ௜௦௦ (Ԩ) ܵܦ ௗܶ௦௦ (Ԩ) ο ௖ܶ
200 g/l
0.25 12.56 0.72 17.69 0.08 5.21
1 11.99 0.87 18.66 0.07 5.77
3.2 10.26 0.44 21.92 0.28 7.51
5 8.77 0.63 24.07 0.48 9.00
7 8.10 0.28 27.29 0.65 9.67
9 7.68 0.36 30.16 0.78 10.08
11 8.53 0.40 30.85 1.58 9.24
13 8.09 0.56 33.46 1.38 9.68௘ܶ=17.77
250 g/l
0.25 14.88 0.63 19.59 0.09 5.04
1 14.16 0.84 20.81 0.18 5.76
3.2 12.15 0.50 24.85 0.39 7.78
5 10.82 0.41 28.49 0.42 9.10
7 10.27 0.54 31.88 0.67 9.66
9 9.09 1.00 34.12 0.96 10.83
11 10.49 0.49 36.30 2.04 9.44
13 10.54 0.30 38.78 0.46 9.38௘ܶ=19.93
300 g/l
0.25 16.54 0.48 21.03 0.06 5.12
1 15.29 0.45 22.46 0.18 6.38
3.2 13.96 0.50 26.87 0.44 7.70
5 12.95 0.43 29.88 0.81 8.71
7 11.53 0.49 33.68 0.66 10.13
9 10.82 0.55 35.88 0.85 10.84
11 11.66 0.53 37.30 1.59 10.01
13 11.80 0.34 40.03 0.52 9.86௘ܶ=21.66
350 g/l
0.25 17.75 0.47 22.19 0.10 5.42
1 16.85 0.28 23.71 0.18 6.32
3.2 15.12 0.50 28.29 0.53 8.05
5 14.33 0.45 31.44 0.93 8.84
7 13.31 0.42 35.36 0.81 9.86
9 11.69 0.31 37.52 0.94 11.48
11 12.86 0.40 38.96 1.34 10.31
13 12.91 0.45 40.12 0.38 10.26௘ܶ=23.17
Table 3. Relative critical undercooling ࢛ࢉ as a function of concentration and cooling rate for solution of methyl
stearate in kerosene ݑ௖
Cooling rateݍ ቀ௄௦ቁ 200 g/l 250 g/l 300 g/l 350 g/l
0.004 0.018 0.017 0.017 0.018
0.017 0.020 0.020 0.022 0.021
0.053 0.026 0.027 0.026 0.027
0.083 0.031 0.031 0.030 0.030
0.117 0.033 0.033 0.034 0.033
0.150 0.035 0.037 0.037 0.039
0.183 0.032 0.032 0.034 0.035
0.217 0.033 0.032 0.017 0.035
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Table 4. Saturation temperatures and corresponding correlation coefficients of the best linear fitting of ࢀࢊ࢏࢙࢙(ࢗ) data;
slopes of the best linear fit to data points in ࢒࢔ࢗ vs. ࢒࢔࢛ࢉ coordinates and correlation coefficients; values of the free
parameters ࢇ૚,ࢇ૛܉ܖ܌࢒࢔ࢗ࢕ obtained from the data fitting in ࢒࢔ࢗ vs. ࢛ࢉ coordinates according to equation (10) and
correlation coefficients (the values are for solution concentrations of 200, 250, 300, and 350 g/l, and the errors of the
slope and the free parameters refer to the 95% confidence interval).
Con.
(g/l) ௘ܶ(ܭ) ܴଶ,fittingௗܶ௜௦௦(ݍ)
Slope of
best-fit
straight line
of
lnݑ௖ ݒݏ. lnݍ
ܴଶ,
linear
fitting
Nucleation
Mechanism
ܽଵ ܽଶ = ܾ lnݍ଴ ݍ଴ ൬ܭݏ ൰ ܴଶ, fittingequation
(10)
200 290.77 0.99 5.17±0.57 0.93 ܲܰ 3 0.0006535±1.48*10-4 8.966±0.25 7834.0 0.94
250 292.93 0.99 4.82±0.59 0.92 ܲܰ 3 0.0005428±1.47*10-4 8.806±0.26 6673.5 0.93
300 294.66 0.98 5.05±0.47 0.95 ܲܰ 3 0.0006291±1.132*10-4 8.826±0.19 6811.2 0.97
350 296.17 0.96 5.06±0.51 0.94 ܲܰ 3 0.0006976±1.26*10-4 8.819±0.20 6761.1 0.96
As in all cases ܽଵ is set equal to 3, equations (12) and (13) can be used to proceed further.
According to equation (12) ܽଶ equals ܾ, a dimensionless thermodynamic parameter defined
by equation (9) from which the ߛ௘௙௙ can be calculated. The results obtained for ln ݍ଴ yield
the values of ݍ௢, a parameter related through equation (13) to the nucleation rate constant ܭ௃
and the number ௗܰ௘௧ of crystallites at the detection point.
The effective interfacial tension ߛ௘௙௙ was evaluated from equation (9), using ݒ௢ =
0.491݊݉ଷ [20], the calculated equilibrium temperatures ௘ܶ, the shape factor ݇௡ = ଵ଺ଷ ߨ for
spherical nuclei and the molecular latent heat ߣ of crystallisation estimated to be
8.98ݔ10ିଶ଴ܬ from measurements of the solute heat of crystallisation using DSC. Also, the
critical nucleus radius ݎכ and number ݅כ of molecules at ݑ௖ = 0.017 and 0.035, the lowest
and the highest experimentally determined relative critical undercoolings, were calculated
from equation (17) and (18) respectively. The values obtained are given in Table 5.
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Table 5. Interfacial tension, critical radius and number of molecules for nucleation of methyl stearate in kerosene at
four solution concentrations (the Critical radius and number of molecules are calculated at ࢛ࢉ = ૙.૙૜૞܉ܖ܌૙.૙૚ૠ) .
A comparison of the correlation coefficients ܴଶ and the errors of the parameters shows that a
better fit is obtained when a non-linear regression is applied, a result that should be expected
in the scope of the ܭܤܪܴ approach according to which the dependence of the critical
undercooling on the cooling rate is not linear. It has been shown
[1]
that only in a sufficiently
narrow ݍ range ݈݊ݑ௖ and ln ݍ are approximately linearly related, with the slope revealing the
governing nucleation mechanism. A more elaborate statistical analysis comparing the
goodness of the fitting models to describe the experimental ݑ௖(ݍ) data reinforces the
suitability of using equation (10) of the ܭܤܪܴ approach for the polythermal data analysis.
The standard deviations ܵܦand covariance of the parameters in the two models are presented
in Table 6.
Table 6. Standard deviation and covariance of the parameters in the linear regression model according to equation
(25) and the parameters in the regression model according to equation (10)
Linear Fitting according to equation (25)
Concentration
( g/l)
Slope Standard
Deviation (SD)
Intercept
Standard
Deviation (SD)
Covariance
Slope-Intercept
200 1.48 5.33 7.89
250 1.39 5.00 6.95
300 1.43 5.12 7.33
350 1.44 5.12 7.38
Fitting according to equation (10)
Concentration
( g/l)
lnݍ଴ Standard
Deviation (SD)
ܽଵ Standard
Deviation (SD)
ܽଶ Standard
Deviation (ܵܦ) Covariancelnݍ଴ െ ܽଵ Covarianceln ݍ଴ െ ܽଶ Covarianceܽଵ െ ܽଶ
200 34.42 10.92 0.0032 375.79 -0.11 -0.03
250 24.47 11.99 0.0034 453.88 -0.13 -0.04
300 22.63 11.16 0.0033 391.36 -0.11 -0.04
350 26.17 10.24 0.0032 326.06 -0.10 -0.03
A relatively high standard deviation is observed for the fitting according to equation (10),
which also has an influence on the values of the covariance between the parameters ݈݊ ݍ଴and
Concentration
(g/l)
ߛ௘௙௙ (݉ܬ/݉ଶ) ݎכ(݊݉) ݅כ
200 1.74 0.54-1.12 1-12
250 1.64 0.51-1.05 1-10
300 1.72 0.54-1.11 1-12
350 1.79 0.56-1.15 1-13
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ܽଵ. However the covariance is very low in all other cases. This suggests that the model
according to equation (10) provides a good fit to the collected polythermal experimental data
and can be used to proceed with further calculations.
The low values of the effective interfacial tension are an indication of a prevalence of ܪܧܰ
mechanism for the nucleation of the methyl stearate crystallites. These values have the order
of magnitude of those reported earlier for ܪܧܰ of m-ABA and L-His [21] and are very similar
to those of other organic molecules such as eflucimibe
[22]
, paracetamol
[23]
, ketoprofen
[24]
and n-alkanes
[25-28]
. In the latter case, although some of the values are lower, there are others
that are equivalent or very close to those obtained for methyl stearate crystals, as in the case
of the interfacial tensions reported for C20H42/C21H44 and C20H42/C22H46 solute mixtures in
solution with dodecane (see Table 10).
Through the use of equation (13), the nucleation rate constant could also be estimated but this
requires the corresponding values of ௗܰ௘௧, the number of crystallites formed at the detection
point, for which additional experimental work would be necessary. We are aiming to collect
these data and report them in a future publication along with the corresponding crystal
nucleation and growth rates, which will extend the application of the ܭܤܪܴ approach.
The collection of all data presented above was not an easy task, as it required running 320
temperature cycles, each of which can last an average of three hours. Thus, a sensitivity
analysis for the applied experimental methodology was carried out. Three additional
scenarios were used with the aim of assessing the influence that reducing the number of
cooling rates and/or temperature cycles would have on the parameters obtained by applying
the ܭܤܪܴ approach. It was found that reasonable interfacial tension values were still
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obtained even by a 50% reduction of the number of both the cooling rates and the ௖ܶ
measurements. This analysis suggests that a reduced data set of four cooling rates ݍ and five
temperature cycles at each cooling rate would be sufficient for this work

. The experimental
data were also analysed using the empirical Nyvlt approach. These results showed that the
slopes of the lines obtained from best linear fit to the experimental data by employing the
Nyvlt linearization can be 1.5 to 2.5 times lower than those obtained by best fit to the data in
the coordinates corresponding to the ܭܤܪܴ approach*
4.2 Isothermal data and comparison with the polythermal results
The analysis of the data for the induction time ߬ data as a function of the supersaturation ratioܵ was carried out in order to calculate nucleation parameters and compare them with those
obtained by the analysis of the polythermal data. The average values of ߬ obtained as a
function of ܵ and the solution concentration are given in Table 7.
At each concentration, a linear dependence of ln ቄ߬[ܵ(ܵ െ ͳ)௠ௗ] భభశ೘೏ቅ on ଵ்య(୪୬ ௌ)మ was
found with assumed ݉ = 0.5 and ݀ = 2, values corresponding to diffusion-controlled
crystallite growth in two dimensions of space
[11]
. The choice of the ݀ value is supported by
pictures of methyl stearate crystals obtained experimentally, in which a plate-like
morphology was observed. Interfacial tensions were calculated from the slopes of the
straight lines predicted by equation (31). Fig. 10 shows an example of the plot obtained for a
Details of the sensitivity analysis are presented in Section 2 of the supplementary material.
 Analysis of the experimental data using the Nyvlt approach along with a useful expression
that relates the slopes of the experimental data linearization using the Nyvlt and the ܭܤܪܴ
approaches is presented in Section 3 of the supplementary material.
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concentration of 200 g/l for which the best linear fit to the data is represented by ݕ ൌ ͸ כ
10଻ݔ െ ͳǤ͹Ͷ.
Table 7. Induction time as a function of supersaturation ratio for solutions of methyl stearate in kerosene. Solutions
of 200, 250, 300, 350 g of solute per litre of solvent cooled to four holding temperatures within the corresponding
metastable zone.
ܶ(°ܥ) ܶ(°ܭ) ܣݒ݁ݎܽ݃݁ ܫ݊݀ݑܿݐ݅݋݊ݐ݅݉݁ (߬)(sec) ܧݍݑ݈ܾ݅݅ݎ݅ݑ݉ ܿ݋݊ܿ݁݊ݐݎܽݐ݅݋݊ܥ௘ (݈݃) ܽݐ ݐ݄݁ ݄݋݈݀݅݊݃ ݐ݁݉݌݁ݎܽݐݑݎ݁ ܵݑ݌݁ݎݏܽݐݑݎܽݐ݅݋݊ ݎܽݐ݅݋(ܵ)
200 g/l
12 285 240 109.87 1.57
12.3 285.3 675 113.34 1.54
12.5 285.5 915 115.72 1.51
12.8 285.8 3525 119.37 1.48
250 g/l
14 287 345 135.19 1.60
14.3 287.3 600 139.46 1.56
14.5 287.5 2385 142.39 1.54
14.8 287.8 2430 146.89 1.50
300 g/l
17 290 405 184.53 1.45
17.3 290.3 315 190.36 1.42
17.5 290.5 825 194.35 1.39
18 291 1395 204.69 1.34
350 g/l
17.8 290.8 1155 200.49 1.52
18 291 2250 204.69 1.50
18.3 291.3 2505 211.16 1.46
18.5 291.5 4200 215.58 1.44
Fig. 10 Linear fit of experimental ࣎(ࡿ) data plotted in ࢒࢔ ൜࣎ൣࡿ(ࡿെ ૚)࢓ࢊ൧ ૚૚శ࢓ࢊൠ vs. ૚ࢀ૜(࢒࢔ ࡿ)૛ coordinates (solution
concentration of 200 g/l).
૚ࢀ૜(࢒࢔ࡿ)૛(௄షయ)
݈݊൜߬[ ܵ(
ܵെ1)௠
ௗ ]ଵ ଵା௠
ௗ ൠ
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The calculated values of ߛ௘௙௙, ݎכand ݅כ are presented in Table 8 together with the values
obtained by the polythermal method.
Table 8. Slopes of the best linear fit of experimental data plotted in ࢒࢔ ൜࣎ൣࡿ(ࡿെ ૚)࢓ࢊ൧ ૚૚శ࢓ࢊൠ vs. ૚ࢀ૜(࢒࢔ ࡿ)૛ coordinates
and corresponding correlation coefficient, effective interfacial tension ࢽࢋࢌࢌ, critical nucleus radius ࢘כ and number ࢏כ
of molecules for nucleation of methyl stearate in kerosene at different concentrations. (࢘כ and ࢏כ are given for the ࡿ
values corresponding to ࢛ = ૙.૙૜૞܉ܖ܌૙.૙૚ૠ, and the errors of the slope refer to the 95% confidence interval).
ܥ݋݊݃/݈
݈ܵ݋݌݁ ݋݂ ݐ݄݁ ܾ݁ݏݐ ݈݅݊݁ܽݎ ݂݅ݐ ݋݂ ݐ݄݁݁ݔ݌݁ݎ݅݉݁݊ݐ݈ܽ ݀ܽݐܽ ݌݈݋ݐݐ݁݀ ݈݅݊݊ ൜߬[ܵ(ܵ െ 1)௠ௗ] ଵଵା௠ௗൠ ܸݏ 1ܶଷ(ܮ݊ ܵ)ଶܿ݋݋ݎ݀݅݊ܽݐ݁ݏ ܴଶ
ߛ௘௙௙ ൬݉ܬ݉ଶ൰ܫݏ݋ݐ݄݁ݎ݈݉ܽ݉݁ݐ݄݋݀ ݎכ (݊݉)ܫݏ݋ݐ݄݁ݎ݈݉ܽ݉݁ݐ݄݋݀ ݅כܫݏ݋ݐ݄݁ݎ݈݉ܽ݉݁ݐ݄݋݀ ߛ௘௙௙ ൬
݉ܬ݉ଶ൰ܲ݋݈ݕ݄݁ݎ݈݉ܽ݉݁ݐ݄݋݀ ݎכ (݊݉)ܲ݋݈ݕ݄݁ݎ݈݉ܽ݉݁ݐ݄݋݀ ݅כܲ݋݈ݕݐ݄݁ݎ݈݉ܽ݉݁ݐ݄݋݀
200 (3±0.60)*107 0.98 3.39 1.08-2.18 11-89 1.74 0.54-1.12 1-12
250 (3±1.92)*107 0.80 3.39 1.05-2.12 10-81 1.64 0.51-1.05 1-10
300 (7±4.89)*106 0.74 2.09 0.64-1.28 2-18 1.72 0.54-1.11 1-12
350 (1±0.70)*107 0.86 2.35 0.72-1.46 3-27 1.79 0.56-1.15 1-13
A comparison of the parameter values shows that in all cases ߛ௘௙௙, ݎכand ݅כ calculated by
means of the isothermal method are greater than those obtained by means of the polythermal
method but are of the same order of magnitude. “The isothermal” ߛ௘௙௙ and ݎכ values are
approximately 2, 2, 1.2 and 1.3 times greater than the “polythermal” ones for 200, 250, 300
and 350 g/l, respectively. These differences are reflected in a more noticeable increase of the
critical nucleus number ݅כ of molecules obtained by means of the isothermal method where,
for the lower concentrations of 200 and 250 g/l, it is between 7 and 11 times greater than that
obtained by the polythermal method. However, for the higher concentrations of 300 and 350
g/l, the ݅כvalues are only in the range of 1.5 to 3 times greater than those obtained by the
polythermal method. For these concentrations, although the values of ݅כ calculated from the
isothermal data are still greater than those obtained from the polythermal data, in both cases
they are still in the range of typical values for ܪܧܰ, well below 50 molecules.
It is important to notice that the supersaturation range in which crystallisation was detected
through the polythermal analysis is considerably wider than that used to assess induction
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times through the isothermal method. This is so, because in the latter case the
supersaturations where chosen within the ܯܼܹܵdefined by the extrapolation to zero cooling
rate of the ௗܶ௜௦௦(ݍ) and ௖ܶ(ݍ) dependences, which give a ܯܼܹܵ limited by higher
crystallisation temperatures. This fact might explain the differences in the parameter values in
the case of the lower solution concentrations for which two different nucleation mechanisms
in the temperatures range of study may be present. However, to verify this assumption the use
of a wider supersaturation range in the isothermal data analysis would be needed.
To further analyse these data, it is useful to determine the theoretical values of the interfacial
tension ߛ for ܪܱܰ, which can be obtained with the aid of the Stefan-Skapski-Turnbull
expression corresponding to spherical nuclei and given by
[11, 29]
:
ߛ = 0.514݇ܶ 1ݒ଴ଶ/ଷ ln 1௔ܰݒ௢ܥ௘ (34)
where ௔ܰ is Avogadro´s number, and ܥ௘ is the molar solubility.
The nucleation-activity factors (߰) that control the value of the effective interfacial tensionߛ௘௙௙ can be calculated with the help of the formula
ߛ௘௙௙ = ߰ߛ (35)
Table 9 lists the ߛ and ߰ values obtained from equations (34) and (35) with the help of theߛ௘௙௙ values calculated by both the polythermal and the isothermal method, using the
corresponding molar solubility at ݑ = 0.035 and 0.017.
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Table 9. Interfacial tension for ࡴࡻࡺ and nucleation-activity factor for ૜ࡰ ࡴࡱࡺ as a function of solution
concentration.
ܥ݋݊ (݃/݈) ߛ ൬݉ܬ݉ଶ൰ ݂߰ݎ݋݉ ݌݋݈ݕݐ݄݁ݎ݈݉ܽ ݀ܽݐܽ ݂߰ݎ݋݉ ݅ݏ݋ݐ݄݁ݎ݈݉ܽ ݀ܽݐܽ
200 7.24-8.42 0.24-0.21 0.47-0.40
250 6.73-7.95 0.24-0.21 0.50-0.43
300 6.32-7.59 0.27-0.23 0.33-0.28
350 5.99-7.24 0.30-0.25 0.39-0.32
Table 9 shows that for all concentrations the values of the nucleation-activity factor resulting
from both the polythermal and isothermal analysis are well below the theoretical value of
unity for ܪܱܰ. This indicates that ܪܧܰ is the dominating mechanism controlling the methyl
stearate formation in the whole temperature range studied.
The differences in the values of the nucleation parameters obtained by either the polythermal
or the isothermal method could be attributed to the experimental methodology applied in the
isothermal method. It was observed that induction time results are not very reproducible and
repeatable and can vary significantly, even under the same experimental conditions, thus
reflecting the stochastic nature of the nucleation process. The correlation coefficients for all
concentrations show that a straight line does not fit the experimental data very well. As
previously suggested by ter Horst and Jiang
[21]
, to obtain accurate results from the
application of the isothermal method, a probability distribution of the induction times at
constant supersaturation ratio ܵ should be constructed. To do that, however, an appreciable
amount of time has to be spent for collecting the required experimental data, because a
minimum of five values of the supersaturationn ratio ܵ and eighty measurements of the
induction time at each ܵ value are suggested.
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A comparative summary of interfacial tensions previously reported for organic compounds
and the interfacial tensions obtained from both the polythermal and the isothermal methods is
presented in Table 10.
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Table 10. Previously reported values of interfacial tensions of some organic compounds and values obtained for the
crystallisation of methyl stearate from kerosene by both the polythermal and the isothermal methods.
Compound Reported ߛ ቀ௠௃௠మቁ݉ െ ܣܤܣ in water ethanol mixture݉ െ ܪ݅ݏ in water ethanol mixture [21] 8.75.1
Eflucimibe in ethanol and n-heptane mixture
Polymorph A
Polymorph B
[22]
5.17
4.23
Paracetamol in acetone-water mixtures
[23]
1.4-2.8
Ketoprofen in acetone
[24]
1.47
Liquid alkanes
Cଵ଻Hଷ଺
Cଵ଼Hଷ଼
CଶସHହ଴ [25]
7.20
9.64
8.20
Solutions of Cଶ଴Hସଶ + impurities (n-alkanes from݊ െ ܥଵ଼ ݐ݋ ݊ െ ܥଶଶ) in Dodecane
Cଶ଴Hସଶ
Cଶ଴Hସଶ/Cଵ଼Hଷ଼
Cଶ଴Hସଶ/CଵଽHସ଴
Cଶ଴Hସଶ/CଶଵHସସ
Cଶ଴Hସଶ/CଶଶHସ଺ [26]
0.389
0.775
0.844
1.713
1.170
CଶଶHସ଺ in Dodecane
Mole fraction 10%
Mole fraction 15%
Mole fraction 20%
[27]
0.493
0.217
0.315
CଶସHହ଴ in Decalin
2% mole fraction
7% mole fraction
19% mole fraction
CଶସHହ଴ in Dodecane. (two Different nucleation
mechanisms observed)
HON
1% mole fraction
5% mole fraction
19% mole fraction
HEN
1% mole fraction
5% mole fraction
19% mole fraction
[28]
0.69
0.64
0.29
0.86
0.74
0.49
0.49
0.45
0.29
Methyl stearate in kerosene (Polythermal method)
200 g/l
250 g/l
300 g/l
350 g/l
1.74
1.64
1.72
1.79
Methyl stearate in kerosene (Isothermal method)
200 g/l
250 g/l
300 g/l
350 g/l
3.39
3.39
2.09
2.35
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4.3 Potential for further model development
The main advantage of the ܭܤܪܴ approach is that it provides a quantitative account of the
influence of cooling rate on the overall crystallisation process and hence provides an insight
into the crystallite nucleation and growth mechanisms involved. The use of the complete set
of expressions presented in this paper can deliver parameters such as e.g.: the nucleation rate
constant ܭே, the nucleus effective interfacial tension ߛ௘௙௙, the crystal growth rate constant ܭீ
and the crystallite growth exponents ݉ and ݊. Additionally, the crystallites´ nucleation and
growth rates could also be obtained by using these parameters in the respective formulae of
the classical nucleation theory and the crystallite growth theories that model the temporal
increase of crystallite radius through different mechanisms. The use of the mechanism-
specific crystallite growth rate expressions presented by D. Kashchiev and A. Firoozabadi
[18]
will be addressed in future work.
Critically, the ܭܤܪܴ approach provides a rational alternative to existing approaches based on
empirical models. However, this approach is derived by making use of traditional
expressions that rely on a number of simplifications and therefore there is more that could be
done in the future, specifically to address the underlying molecular-scale interactions which
are bound to be involved in directing and controlling the nucleation process
[30, 31]
. Clearly, an
understanding of the nucleation kinetics at the molecular level is also required. In particular,
the interactions between moieties or functional groups associated with the molecular building
blocks of a nucleus known as “synthons”, need to be integrated within the model, and
through this assess the relative balance between the bulk (intrinsic) synthons, which are fully
co-coordinated in the crystallographic structure and the under-saturated surface (extrinsic)
synthons which are present at the crystallite/solution interface. The latter will be much less
co-coordinated to other solute molecules due to competition with solvent molecules. These
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synthons can be expected to provide the driving force for crystallisation processes such as
crystallite nucleation and growth. A “synthonic engineering” approach has obvious value in
that through it the initial stages associated with the molecular assembly of materials can be
understood and quantified. This is especially useful in addressing the nature of complex
surface properties and the inherent anisotropy of many compounds, particularly those which
crystallise in low symmetry structures. This is the case for many industrial materials such as
fuels, confectionery products, pharmaceuticals and fine chemicals. In this regard, the shape of
the particle needs further quantification, in a manner which draws down on the now
comparatively routine application of the molecular modelling of dimers
[32, 33]
, clusters
[34-38]
,
surfaces
[30, 39, 40]
, point defects and additives
[41-45]
action on crystallisation. Such molecular
scale modelling can be expected to have an impact e.g. using morphological modelling in the
calculation of the volume of crystallites through the ܭܤܪܴ approach. Similarly, the use of
the classical nucleation theory for derivation of some of the expressions presented implies
interfacial tension corresponding to the crystal equilibrium form, whereas in practice this
parameter can vary significantly between the crystallographic forms that are present in the
external crystal morphology. In this case, molecular modelling using grid search methods can
be used to examine molecule/surface binding and to calculate the interfacial tensions as a
function of solution composition
[30, 39, 40]
. This has been achieved through characterising the
strength of the various surface-specific (extrinsic) synthons that contribute to the growth of
the different habit faces
[35]
, i.e.
ߛ௣௔௥௧௜௖௟௘ = σ ܯ௜(௛௞௟)ܣ௜(௛௞௟)ߛ௜(௛௞௟)ே௜ୀଵ ܣ௧௢௧௔௟ (36)
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where ܰ is the number of crystallographic forms ሺ݄݈݇) displayed in the external crystal
morphology, ܯ௜(௛௞௟) is the multiplicity of these individual forms, ܣ௜(௛௞௟) is their surface area,ߛ௜(௛௞௟) is their interfacial tension and ܣ௧௢௧௔௟ is the total surface area of the crystal.
This approach could be applied, e.g., to segment the calculated interfacial tensions as
obtained from the ܭܤܪܴ model, to yield the inter-relationship between nucleus shape and
surface chemistry with the resulting interfacial tensions derived for the individual crystal
habit planes
[30, 39]
. This is valuable given, its potential application through the use of the
Gibb-Thompson expression, to calculate solubility enhancement as a function of reduced
crystal size
[40]
. Such an approach can also be integrated with morphology prediction, with the
potential to provide a more rigorous implementation of the model presented here, particularly
in terms of defining a methodology for predicting the influence of crystallisation environment
on the crystal growth rate
[39, 41-44]
.
Molecular cluster modelling also provide a useful predictive way for modelling the stability
of different polymorphs as a function of their crystal size. Linking this approach to the
prediction of cluster size through the study presented in this paper, is potentially valuable in
terms of being able to predict the correct crystallisation supersaturation needed to generate
the required cluster size and thus, through this, to design the crystallisation processes needed
to direct the polymorphic form desired
[35, 37, 38]
.
A key future challenge, in terms of molecular scale predictions of nucleation behaviour, lies
perhaps in trying to understand the inter-relationship (child-adult) between the incipient
“crystal structure” present in the post-nucleation clusters (child) in relationship to that present
in the fully formed micro/macro scale crystal structure (adult). For example, a sharp deviation
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between the structures of the material at the nanoscale with respect to that present in the bulk
crystal structures could be taken to be indicative of a material’s ease of crystallisation or
“crystallisability”. Aspects of this, have been recently addressed regarding the understanding
of the crystallisability of L-glutamic acid and D-mannitol
[35],
and this work forms one of the
focus areas in our current research.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A methodology was developed to assess the mechanisms and the kinetics associated with
solutions crystallisation. This methodology makes use of the recently developedܭܤܪܴapproach in which polythermal experimental data are analysed to deliver important
parameters of the kinetics of solutions crystallisation that otherwise could only be obtained
by combined application of the isothermal and polythermal methods. This is particularly
important, as obtaining these parameters in the case of the isothermal method is stymied by
the stochastic nature of nucleation which manifests itself in the large variation of the
induction time for crystallisation.
A model system, methyl stearate crystallising from kerosene solutions, was used to test the
developed methodology. The results obtained indicate that the crystallisation of methyl
stearate in kerosene takes place by heterogeneous ܲܰ, i.e. the crystal nuclei are formed
progressively on nucleation-active sites. The inferred values of the effective interfacial
tensions are from 1.64-1.79
௠௃௠మ for solution concentrations in the range of 200 to 350 g/l
respectively.
The application of the methodology can be extended to obtain additional crystal nucleation
and crystal growth rate parameters but this requires the collection of additional experimental
data for which future work is planned.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
ܣ଴ Fixed needle cross sectional area (݉ଶ)ܽ Dimensionless molecular latent heat of crystallisationܾ Dimensionless thermodynamic parameterܥ௘ Equilibrium solution concentration (݉ିଷ)ܥ଴ Concentration of instantaneously nucleated crystallites (݉ିଷ)ܥ௦ Concentration of sites on which clusters of the new phase can form (݉ିଷ)οܥ௠௔௫ Maximum concentration difference (݉ିଷ)݀ Dimensionality of crystallite growth݀଴ Molecular diameter (݉)ௗ௖೐ௗ் Rate of solubility change with temperature (݉ିଷܭିଵ)
௘݂,௦ Molecular attachment frequency per growth site (ݏିଵ)
௘݂כ Frequency of monomer attachment to the nucleus at οߤ = 0 (ݏିଵ)ܩ Crystallite growth rate (݉ݏିଵ)ܪ଴ Fixed disk or plate thickness (݉)݅כ Number of molecules in critical nucleusܬ Nucleation rate (݉ିଷݏିଵ)݇ Boltzmann constant (ܬܭିଵ)ܭீ Growth rate constant ቀm( భ೘)ݏିଵቁܭ௝ Empirical parameter of nucleation rate (݉ଷ(௠೚ିଵ)ݏିଵ)ܭ௃ Nucleation rate constant (݉ିଷݏିଵ)݇௡ Nucleus numerical shape factor݇௩ Crystallite growth shape factor (݉ଷିௗ)
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݉଴ Nucleation rate order݉,݊ Crystallite growth exponentsܰ Number of crystallites
ௗܰ௘௧ Detectable number of crystallitesݍ Cooling rate (ܭݏିଵ)ݍ଴ Parameter in the ݑ௖(ݍ) dependence for both ܲܰ and ܫܰ (ܭݏିଵ)ݎכ Critical nucleus radius (݉)ܴ Effective crystallite radius (݉)ܵ Supersaturation ratio
଴ܶ Temperature at which crystallites are instantaneously nucleated (ܭ)
௖ܶ Crystallisation temperature (ܭ)
௘ܶ Solution saturation (or equilibrium) temperature (ܭ)ȟܶ Undercooling (ܭ)ȟ ௖ܶ Critical undercooling for crystallisation (ܭ)ݑ Relative undercoolingݑ௖ Relative critical undercooling for crystallisationݑ଴ Relative undercooling at the moment of crystallite ܫܸܰ Volume of solution (݉ଷ)
௖ܸ Total volume of crystallites (݉ଷ)
௡ܸ Volume of individual crystallite (݉ଷ)ݒ଴ Volume of solute molecule in crystal (݉ଷ)ߙ Fraction of crystallised volume ߙௗ௘௧ Detectable fraction of crystallised volume ߛ Interfacial
tension of crystal nucleus in ܪܱܰ (ܬ݉ିଶ)ߛ௘௙௙ Effective interfacial tension of crystal nucleus in 3ܦ ܪܧܰ (ܬ݉ିଶ)ߣMolecular latent heat of crystallisation (ܬ)
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Ȟ Complete gamma functionݖ Zeldovich factor߰ Nucleation-activity factorοߤ Supersaturation in terms of chemical potential difference (ܬ)
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ܦܵܥ Differential scanning calorimetryܪܧܰ Heterogeneous nucleationܪܱܰ Homogeneous nucleationܫܰ Instantaneous nucleationܭܤܪܴ Kashchiev-Borissova-Hammond-Roberts approachܭܬܯܣ Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami approachܯܼܹܵ Metastable zone widthܲܰ Progressive nucleationܵܦ Standard deviation
3ܦ Three dimensional
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